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Working Hard  
but Still Struggling
The Johnsons : Ohio

Sarah and Sam Johnson are a hardworking Ohio couple 
struggling to make ends meet despite the fact that they 
both work in stable, full-time jobs, and several part-time 
ones. (Names and details have been changed to protect 
the participants.) They own a home and two cars in a 
working-class neighborhood in a small town near Cincinnati, 
and they have retirement savings through their work. They 
support their daughter, Amy, 8, and two grown children from 
prior marriages; Mathew, 20, who is a full-time student living 
with them and Anne, also 20, who lives with them part-time 
and soon plans to move. They regularly spend money on 
clothes and entertainment, as well as on celebrations when 
their children have big life events. 

The Johnsons have significant challenges keeping their 
family afloat. Despite multiple sources of income, which 
include education aid, their income is volatile and irregular. 
Their expenses also fluctuate. They don’t have a cushion 
for unplanned outlays, such as home repairs and medical 
expenses. As a result, their expenses often exceed their 
income. Some months, they downgrade their food choices 
at the end of the month as they economize. When money 
has been especially tight, a cell phone or utility has been 
cut off for failure to pay the bill, or they’ve delayed taking 
prescription medicines. They seem to try to cope with 
their situation by using credit cards, thereby accumulating 
substantial debt. They have a mortgage and vehicle loans, 
as well as a loan from Sarah’s parents, student loans and 
seven credit cards. Medical bills have also accumulated 
from health crises and chronic medical conditions.

 Income
Sarah Johnson, 38 years old, earns about $1100 per month 
from her full-time job. Her husband, who is 49, earns about 
$2600 per month as a salesman. Both also take on part-
time and casual jobs to supplement their incomes. Sarah 
worked at a restaurant but she didn’t get along with her 
manager and quit. She also works as a secretary for a local 

athletic association; Sam coaches volleyball and soccer for 
the same association. These jobs give them four paychecks 
of $600 from September through May. Sam also works 
weekends at a call center.

Sarah and her son, Mathew, each receive tuition grants— 
Sarah is pursuing her bachelor’s degree part-time. The 
family also receives support from friends and family. Sarah’s 
mother has given them furniture, clothes and a large loan 
that she doesn’t seem to expect to be repaid. A friend 
watches their daughter after school most days without 
compensation. 

During the last half of 2012, the couple’s total income 
ranged from about $4100 to nearly $9000 per month. 
Their income spiked in the months when Sarah received 
education assistance, but income also varied due to other 
factors. For instance, Sarah’s ex-husband has to pay her 

Graph 1: The Johnsons earn income 
from a variety of sources, some irregular, 
which causes large fluctuations
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about $200 each month in child support, but he has been 
sending an average of only about $50 per month. During 
the summer, she did not receive any payments, but she 
received $1215 in September because her ex received a tax 
refund; he then sent $285 and $150 in the following months. 
Also, Sam missed three months of work while he recovered 
from foot surgery. During his disability, Sam earned two-
thirds of his normal pay. Finally, their part-time employers did 
not consistently and accurately pay them on time.

The timing of their regular paychecks also creates cash flow 
management challenges. Sam is paid every two weeks, 
while Sarah receives her pay at the middle and end of each 
month. Sometimes their pay is spread out through the 
month, but sometimes it all arrives at once. Sarah prefers it 
when their pay is spread out, because then they don’t have 
to worry about having enough in the bank to cover checks 
that they write to pay bills.

 Expenses
About 20% of the Johnson’s monthly expenditures are fixed, 
consistent costs, such as their mortgage payments of $650, 
car payments and insurance premiums. Other necessities—
gas, utilities, communication and food—account for roughly 
half of their expenses, but vary from month to month. Food 
from restaurants and groceries make up about 20% of their 
expenses. From August through February, their monthly 
expenses varied from a low of about $4660 in October to a 
high of around $11,000 in September, when they bought a 
new car and paid for a big home repair. Energy costs and 
motor vehicle costs caused much of the volatility, but tuition, 
clothes and other items also played a role (see Graph 2).

In addition to monthly costs, the family spends money on 
medical and education costs, entertainment, and “one-time” 
events such as home repairs or tuition. They spent $1500 
in September to repair a major leak in their roof, as well as 
the water damage that came from it; they also replaced 
rugs and furniture and bought an air purifier in the hopes 
it might help their daughter’s asthma. They purchased a 
new car, because their old one was unreliable. They also 
paid $240 for school supplies in August. A “shopping 
spree” that Sarah and Sam went on, and $600 they spent to 
celebrate Mathew’s college acceptance could be viewed as 
“extraordinary” expenses.

Excluding these irregular expenses, the Johnsons’ spending 
fluctuates within a similar range as their earned income: 
from about $4700 to $6300 between August and February. 
The timing of the income and expenses that are within the 
family’s control appear to be correlated. Nonetheless, their 
expenses exceed their income in many of these months. 
Several of the large, infrequent expenses they encountered 
in this period landed at the same time, so their total cash 
outflow in September of $10,990 was much higher than cash 
inflow of $8990 (see Graphs 3 & 4).
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GRAPH 3: Sporadic or unexpected 
expenses cause the Johnsons to 
frequently spend more than they earn

GRAPH 4: Averaging income and irregular 
expenses, like tuition and home repairs, 
would not fully address the imbalance
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GRAPH 2: The Johnson’s have many  
types of monthly expenses, some of 
which are sporadic or unpredictable



Sarah manages the family’s finances with a straightforward 
system: each paycheck goes to a bill. One goes to the 
mortgage, another to car payments, and “everything else is 
covered by what’s left over.” She uses a checking account 
and pays bills on line. Sarah only allows three automatic 
payments from the bank: about $8 per month for Netflix, 
and two car insurance premiums for $164 and $170. Sarah 
authorizes all other payments when they are due so that she 
can manage what is deducted from her account when.

This rudimentary system works well enough for recurring 
expenses like mortgage and utility payments in months 
when these expenses are in the family’s control. But in 
months when they have “unexpected” expenses, they often 
experience a shortfall and may have their utilities shut off. 
They don’t have enough of a cushion for the “one-time” 
expenses that are outside of their monthly budget, such as 
home and car repairs and medical expenses. This system 
also doesn’t make clear to them how much they spend 
on discretionary expenses, which they pay for, at least in 
part, with growing credit card debt. Just as importantly, this 
system doesn’t accommodate longer-term planning, such 
as paying down debt or accumulating a savings cushion.

 Assets and Debts
Several years ago, the Johnsons made a deal with the prior 
owner of their home to have him set aside a portion of their 
rent each month in an escrow account until it accumulated 
to fund a down payment. The prior owner also connected 
them with a lender who agreed to match a portion of 
their $20,000 down payment and gave them a loan to 
fund the remaining $76,000 of the purchase price. Today, 
they owe $70,175 on the mortgage and estimate that the 
house is worth $92,000. Sarah and Sam struggle with the 
maintenance and upkeep of their home; repairs are costly; 
mice arrive in the winter and ants in the summer. The area 
suffers from gang-related violence and other crime, like petty 
theft—the family has had bicycles and machinery stolen. 
They also struggle to keep up with their debt payments. 
Nonetheless, Sarah has said she would sell their home 
only if they “absolutely had to.” She believes the city will 
eventually develop her neighborhood and the Johnsons 
value the idea of homeownership.

The Johnsons have other liabilities. They have two car loans 
totaling approximately $18,000. They have owed Sarah’s 
mother approximately $6,000 for several years. Sarah tracks 
this debt in a spreadsheet, but she has not made a payment 
in some time. They have seven credit cards (three from 
department stores and four from major banks), the total 
balance on which is approximately $3080. Sarah also has 
student loans, which she needn’t pay until she graduates.

The Johnsons maintain a checking account. Several years 
ago, they had $30,000 in this account, funds they inherited 
from a relative. Over the last six months, the balance has 
fluctuated between $250 and $8,600. There are deductions 
to Sarah’s paycheck for retirement account contributions, 
but she does not know how much she has accumulated.

The Johnsons have employer-sponsored health insurance, 
but they nonetheless owe approximately $8300 for unpaid 

medical bills and other medical debt. Sarah had her 
appendix removed as well as an CT scan, which cost $1000. 
Sam had foot surgery, which cost $800. Their daughter Anne 
has also had to undergo a medical procedure which cost 
$2000. Mathew has health issues which caused them to visit 
the emergency room, at a cost of $700. Amy, the youngest, 
has a history of asthma. They owe $3800 on a medical credit 
card for elective expenses. The household is not currently 
paying off this debt. Sarah has recently suggested that she 
received a credit report indicating that the debt had been 
written off, but at other times, she has expressed concern 
that collection letters will start arriving.

 Conclusion
The Johnson’s work hard, juggling multiple full-
time and part-time jobs. Their part-time income is not 
supplementary, or a way to flex their income up when 
unexpected expenses arise or there is a down moment in 
their full-time employment. Instead, it is an income stream 
that is necessary to cover their regular monthly expenses, 
and even then is inadequate to cover their spending.

The Johnsons are living either just at the edge, or 
even beyond, their means. They are able to barely cover 
their current, “regular” expenses (albeit with occasional 
missed bills and forced variation in spending), but they 
are accumulating substantial debt to do so. They have 
no system for longer-term planning or for “one-time” or 
“emergency” expenses such as home repairs, which are 
inevitable, and major medical expenses. Although these 
unplanned expenses do happen without warning, they 
also happen often and likely will continue to happen over 
time. They are irregular and unpredictable in their amount 
and their timing, but not in their existence. The Johnsons 
have an organized financial management approach for their 
“regular” expenses, that planning does not incorporate any 
mechanism to cover “irregular” events.

The Johnsons have a negative net worth with significant 
outstanding debt. Their credit cards, loans and unpaid bills 
act as a safety net, catching the results of any overspending 
relative to their income, while enabling them to maintain their 
current standard of living. Managing their finances through 
credit, however, is not an approach that will enable them to 
maintain or improve their financial health over time. It is easy 
to envision them reaching the end of the credit that financial 
institutions and others will extend to them, without resolving 
the mismatch between their earning and spending – unless 
they adopt new savings and budgeting tools and behaviors 
that account for both regular and irregular spending. 
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generating this US Financial Diaries household profile. In particular, 
this profile could not have been completed without Nancy Castillo’s 
indefatigable management of the fieldwork.
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Leadership support for the US Financial Diaries Project is provided by the Ford Foundation and the Citi Foundation, 
with additional support and guidance from the Omidyar Network.

New York University’s Financial Access Initiative (FAI), the Center for Financial 
Services Innovation (CFSI), and Bankable Frontier Associates (BFA) will collect and 
analyze detailed cash flow and financial data from more than 200 families in the 
US over the course of a year. The study will provide an unprecedented look at how 
low and moderate-income families—in four regions and 10 distinct demographic 
profiles—manage their financial lives. The landmark study will greatly improve the 
ability of policymakers, nonprofits, and the financial industry to understand the needs 
of these households and increase the quality and accessibility of financial services. 
Leadership support for the US Financial Diaries Project is provided by the Ford 
Foundation and the Citi Foundation, with additional support and guidance from the 
Omidyar Network. For more information, please visit www.usfinancialdiaries.org.

The Financial Access Initiative (FAI) is a research center focused on exploring 
how financial services can better meet the needs and improve the lives of poor 
households. At FAI, we systematize evidence and communicate lessons, generate 
new evidence, and frame policy and regulatory issues. FAI is housed at NYU’s Robert 
F. Wagner Graduate School of Public Service. Visit www.financialaccess.org; learn 
more about the Big Questions in financial access at www.financialaccess.org/big-
questions; follow us @financialaccess.

The Center for Financial Services Innovation (CFSI) is the nation’s leading authority on 
financial services for underserved consumers. Through insights gained by producing 
original research; promoting cross-sector collaboration; advising organizations 
and companies by offering specialized consulting services; shaping public policy; 
and investing in nonprofit organizations and start-ups, CFSI delivers a deeply 
interconnected suite of services benefiting underserved consumers. Since 2004, CFSI 
has worked with leaders and innovators in the business, government and nonprofit 
sectors to transform the financial services landscape. For more on CFSI, go to  
www.cfsinnovation.com and join the conversation on Twitter at @CFSInnovation.

Bankable Frontier Associates (BFA) is a niche consulting firm based in Boston, 
focused on a specific purpose – supporting our clients in their efforts to expand 
financial services to the poor. Our approach is to facilitate strategic thinking about 
emerging markets and products. We are committed to working in partnership with 
cutting edge development organizations which include policymakers, regulatory 
agencies, private foundations, banks and other providers of innovative financial 
services. For more information, please visit www.bankablefrontier.com.


